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Apt is the production agency for our two advertising agencies

TRY and POL




About half of my time, I spend as acting innovation manager for the group



I also work 50% as a developer

Created webpages (like this), campaigns and competitions 



..and I’ve made a lot of these. Namely Flash banners or ads.




From Flash to HTML5 ads
• Part 1 - What is HTML5? 

• Part 2 - Why leave Flash? 

• Part 3 - New challenges 

• Part 4 - Possibilities 

• Questions?

So today I will be talking about the transition from HTML5 to Flash ads, divided into these 4 parts, with hopefully time for some questions in the end.



“the baseline” - Flash
• Still the major platform (~60%) 

• Fast creation  

• One code spec (clickTag) 

• All ad networks & websites 

• All OS & browsers

But before we get into why we are moving from Flash, let’s look at what is the “status quo” today. 



Part 1 – What is HTML5?

Part 1! What is HTML5?

Just a  new version of HTML, what makes the web. Also a marketing term.




HTML5 = new HTML 

HTML5 ad  =  small website

First of all, an html5 banner is 

just a really small website



HTML = content & structure

Web building blocks

Structure & content



CSS = Design and animations

CSS - Dictates form and design 

Positions, animations, sizes, fonts



JavaScript = functionality

Functionality and interactivity

Here is an example transferring data from an input form to a server



GIF PNGJPG

Fonts Video (h.264)

jpg for photos, gif for funny animations, png for pictures with transparency, profile fonts. And video and audio, which is a part of the HTML5 standard.



Part 2 – Why leave Flash? 

Part 2!



The first reason is of course mobile, which started this whole transition. When the iPhone was launched, it was a bit controversy in the web world because it did not 
support flash. Flash would perform poorly on a smartphone – so Steve Jobs would not have it. Mobile was a new ad market with HTML5 ads, so why shouldn't desktop 
follow?



HTML5 is an open democratic standard, which is great since there isn't this one company can dictate the direction forward for the web. This was the case with Flash, 
where Adobe had full control.




Mac - Firefox & Safari 

Another reason why we should move now from Flash to HTML ads is that Flash-content is blocked by default on many Mac browsers. This is the case with Firefox and Safari, where an warning is displayed to the user. 
Especially if you have a client with mac – this is an big problem :-)



Another good reason why we should start using HTML5 ads is accessibility. No one wants to discriminate people on purpose, and the guy with a little 
poor eyesight may also wanna hear about your products. And with HTML it’s much more easy to create accessible content on the web, including ads.



About time!

To sum things up – it’s about time!



We stopped using Flash for webpages 4 years ago. So  ads need to step up and follow.

With HTML5 we can create experiences rich in both visual delight and content.



Part 3 – 
New challenges

With all new technology - there are some new challenges, a phase where it takes some time to adjust, and it’s the same with HTML5 ads.




But first, let’s just do one reminder how Flash ads are created. As you can see its super easy and fast to create and change animations, you just 
move things around. If the designer or client wants a smaller ball, or rotated cat, it’s super fast to change it. And with one keystroke, a new banner 
ad is created.



But with HTML5 it’s different, to be able to retain full creative freedom and at the same time create banners that will 
validate and be accepted on all ad networks we need to hand code the ads. As you can see, it’s is a much more complex 
and time consuming way to create rich animations. Even for a senior HTML5 developer.  



Validation + creative freedom?

There are a couple of tools that tries to provide a similar animation interface like Flash has. But none of the tools we have 
looked into so far will give us the creative freedom that we need and at the same time create code that validates on all Ad 
Networks. The tools also tend to create undesirable source code, hard to read, maintain and debug.




Profile Fonts is also a challenge. Of course, our clients wants to maintain their visual identity in their advertising.




With flash this was easy, as it automatically included just information for the characters used in the banner saving a lot of file size. With HTML 
we have the choice of including the full font set, rendering text into pictures or manually creating new font sets. But none of them is really 
practical in a fast production process. 



So as you may know, the web pages can appear different on different browsers. Often text appear differently. And browsers like IE9 does not even 
support animations.



Compositing w. transparency

Compositing with several layers from pictures is a technique that we often use when creating animations. Like this 
fantastic animation with unicorns, fighter jets and rainbows. Each element uses the png file format that supports 
transparency, and unfortunately transparent pictures are compressed into much smaller files sizes with Flash. Making it 
harder for us to reach the kb limit, or file size limit on the spec. This is of course can have limitations on the creative 
concept. In this case maybe the implications would be removing the unicorn, which would be a shame!



From one standard to many

on (release) { 
 getURL (_root.clickTAG, "_blank"); 
} 

With Flash there was mainly only one code specification to to follow, the clickTag where you can see the code above.  With HTML5 the code 
standard differs depending on ad network and servers. Meaning we sometimes need to create different versions, even for the same format!



And when you have this new product that HTML5 banners is, with all this different specifications and new systems. This creates a lot of extra correspondence 
between media, media agency, project manager and developer. So it’s really important that we really make an extra effort to have a really clear and good 
communication to make this transition from Flash to HTML5 banners as smooth as possible. This screen recording is for one banner I tried to deliver 2013, creating a 
conversation of 95 e-mails!



Mat spec / media plan
Format Media Specification Template

768px x 150px desktop Website X - desktop http://ex.no/spec/dpf/v2 http://ex.no/template/dpf/v3

100% x 250px 
responsive Website Y - desktop http://ex.no/spec/inma/v2 http://ex.no/template/inma/v3

300px x 100px mobile Website X - desktop http://ex.no/spec/mob/v6 http://ex.no/template/mob/v6

Media plans must contain a updated specification with templates for each format. Make also sure that you refer to the last version of it, and that the version number 
is visible. This helps the developer to detect that something has changed since last time using that spec.

http://ex.no
http://ex.no
http://ex.no
http://ex.no
http://ex.no
http://ex.no


All in all, all this takes a lot of time. For us in production, a HTML5 ad could take twice as long to produce, so wee really need to 
start earlier in production.



Grumpy Cat ®

Now you must think I’m a really grumpy old Flash developer with nothing positive to say about HTML5. 



Part 4 – Possibilities

But don’t despair - HTML5 ads opening up a whole lot of new possibilities.



The new INMA HTML5 ad format specification opens opp for responsive formats. And this can lead to saving production time, having less formats that needs to be produced. Here with 
the 100% x 250px format, covering whatever width is available.



In the future there could also be responsive formats that works both in directions, potentially having one banner covering all formats. 



Also INMA, the organisers of this conference. Is working together with it’s members to create a new specification for Norwegian media so that there will be fewer 
versions for us to produce.



Another really good thing with HTML is that the code can be both read and altered if needed. So if one media maybe just updated their specification – or they have 
problems getting their ad through their ad server. It’s possible for them to do adjustments along the way. With Flash, everything packed into one file, with only the 
developer having the power to to alterations.  



Dynamic picture

Dynamic text

Logo

Dynamic video

Dynamic text

Creating dynamic ads is also something that’s much easier to do with HTML5. Here I got a couple of slides from a buddy of mine at Dagbladet, where they have done 
some exciting work with customised content in ads. Meaning that the content of the ad is tailored to the user.



Geolocation is one exciting variable that can be used to create custom content, and the guys actually drove around to test how well it worked on the Google platform. 
It’s important to distinguish that this is geolocation done on the ad system, and not on the users browser. Meaning that the ad system knows approximately where the 
user is – without asking the user for permission. This also works with desktop.



Gildes Geo lokasjons kampanje 

They ran one campaign advertising for barbecue products. And the fun thing that they discovered, was that the smaller the places was, the better the interaction and 
engagement numbers was.



Also there is possible to inject third party data. Like where the most people have the flu or weather data. So you 
could target the user with gloves or nose spray deals, depending on what’s most prominent at that location.



WebGL

Interactive 3D is also a new technique that now can be used in the browser. The technology is called WebGL and almost turns your browser into a gaming console. Imagine driving around in this car, being 
able to control it or the camera angle. This example here is also works on smartphones. 



WebGL

3D can also be used in applications, like here where you can manipulate a three dimensional object. After you customised this figure, you can order it to have it 3D printed and sendt home. A lighter 
version of the examples would be possible to run inside an HTML5 ad, but only after loading some extra data on interaction. Like a click to enable extra functionality.




Summary
• Start earlier 

• Communicate  & eliminate assumptions 

• Learn your (new) product  

• Responsive, customised & 3D
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